9 benefits of EDI
EDI benefits enterprises around the world

1. Increase Speed
   - Exchange documents in minutes, not days or weeks.

2. Streamline processes
   - Eliminate time-consuming activities such as printing, binding, and filing documents.

3. Improve accuracy
   - Reduce human intervention, leading to fewer errors, such as document misplacement and illegible handwriting.

4. Eliminate expenses
   - Minimize expenses related to printing and delivering paper documents (copying, filing, storage, postage, and more).

5. Manage costs
   - Minimize costs due to human error, such as skill-then-order and illegible documents and forms.

6. Leverage realtime transactions
   - Complete transactions in real-time for faster and better decision-making.

7. Achieve access to suppliers and customers
   - Access suppliers and customers that are already connected via EDI.

8. Attain up-to-date information
   - Reason faster to changing customer needs with up-to-date information.

9. Build better business relationships
   - Creates better business relationships through faster and more efficient transactions.

OpenText delivers the Information Advantage

OpenText provides the digital foundation to generate insights from data to automate and optimize business processes, driving time to market and efficiencies to revenue and an information advantage.